
ASSIGNMENT 2

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying

and Enjoy Programming

COMP-202B, Winter 2012, All Sections

Due: February 16th, 2012 (23:30)

Please read the entire pdf before starting.

You must do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you must follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of the value
of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations. These regulations are posted
on the course website. Be sure to read them before starting.

Part 1: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 35 points
Part 2, Question 2: 10 points
Part 2, Question 3: 35 points
Part 2, Question 4: 20 points
Part 2, Question 5: 0 points

100 points total

It is very important that you follow the directions as closely as possible. The directions, while
perhaps tedious, are designed to make it as easy as possible for the TAs to mark the assignments by letting
them run your assignment through automated tests. While these tests will not determine your entire grade,
it will speed up the process significantly, which will allow the TAs to provide better feedback and not waste
time on administrative details. Plus, if the TA is in a good mood while he or she is grading, then that
increases the chance of them giving out partial marks :)
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Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Some of these questions we haven’t yet gotten to in class as they rely on loops. The notes for loops are
posted currently and the notes for arrays will be posted shortly.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Write a method printTypeOfChar. This method should take as input a char and print the following.
If the char is upper case, your method should print UPPERCASE. If the char is lower case, your method
should print LOWERCASE. If the char is a numerical digit, your method should print NUMBER. If the char is
any other symbol, your method should print SYMBOL. Note that it is not necessary to make 52 different
cases if you consider the order of the Unicode chart and the fact that you can use the < and > operators
on them.

Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Write a method countUppercase. Your method should take as input a String and return an int
representing the number of upper case letters in the String. Now add a main method where you use
the Scanner class to read a String from the user and call your method, outputting the returned result.

To access a particular symbol of a String, if the String variable is foo you can write foo.charAt(int
expression) where int expression is any expression that evaluates to an int. Note that the first symbol
of a String is at position 0.

String words = "howdy";
char c = words.charAt(0); //c is now ’h’
char d = words.charAt(2 + 1); //c is now ’d’
char e = words.charAt(5); // error: program crashes because no such value
//since the counting starts from 0, the last letter is actually 4.
char f = words.charAt(words.length()); // same problem at charAt(5) above

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
A prime number is a positive number whose only even divisors are 1 and itself. Write a method isPrime
that takes as input an integer n and returns a boolean representing whether n is prime or not. Make
sure to handle cases where the integer is negative. (Your method should return false in these cases.)

Warm-up Question 4 (0 points)
Write a method firstPrimeNumbers which takes as input an int n and returns an int[]. The int[]
should contain the first n prime numbers.

Warm-up Question 5 (0 points)
x is a factor of y if y is a multiple of x. Write a method calculateFactors. The method should take
as input an int n and return an int[] containing all the factors of the number n.

Warm-up Question 6 (0 points)
Write a method verifyRatings that takes as input an int[] ratings and returns a boolean repre-
senting whether every element in the int[] is between 0 and 10 (inclusive).
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Part 2

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

In this assignment, you will write several methods that could be part of a Movie Recommender system such as
that used by Netflix to recommend movies to users. You will write a series of methods that should all be put
into a class MovieRecommender. We will not require you to write a main method, but we highly encourage you
to do so in order to test your code. In addition, we have provided you with a file AssignmentTwoTests.java
which calls the methods you have written and looks to see whether they produce the correct output.

Your code must at least compile with the test cases. If your code compiles with the test cases but
does not pass all the test cases, you will lose some points on the question, but it will be penalized as in other
mistakes–that is, you’ll lose a few points for the specific cases it fails, but that will be all. However, you’ll
lose significant points if it does not compile with the test cases since in this case your code would not have
passed any test cases. The reason for this requirement is the test cases will make things much easier for the
TAs to grade. If your code doesn’t even run with the test cases then it is difficult to grade. If you are
having trouble getting your code to compile with the test cases, please see an instructor or a
TA and they will help you!

Question 1: Validating a Username and Password (35 points)
The first thing that any online website needs is a good user name and password validation system. In
this question, you will write a method that will check that a particular String is a secure password.
Write a method public static boolean isSecurePassword(String password) that returns whether
or not a password is a secure password.

A password is defined as secure if it satisfies the following conditions.

• Its length is at least 10.

• It has at least one capital letter

• It has at least one lower case letter

• It has at least one number

• Every character is an alphanumeric character (e.g. uppercase, lowercase, or a number. There are
no symbols such as a ; allowed)

This problem is a complicated to solve by itself because there are several different steps. This would be
a perfect time to use auxiliary methods. These are methods that are not required but help you in the
computation by letting you break your big problem into smaller problems.

For example, you could divide this problem into the smaller problems of a)determining if the length is
at least 10, b)determining if there is at least one capital letter, c)determining if there is at least one
lower case letter, etc. If you are clever about the subtasks and auxiliary methods you write, you may
be able to reuse the same method for multiple steps. If you add these auxiliary methods, you should
define them as private static instead of what we’ve seen so far as public static. (Just write the
word private instead of public in the method header.)

The above suggestion applies in particular if you are having trouble finding a bug. Dividing the problem
into smaller tasks will make it easier to define “checkpoints” at which you can say “I know the problem
is before this check point because the output from the method was incorrect” or “I know the problem is
after this checkpoint because the output from the method was correct” You can determine whether it is
before or after these points by using some cleverly chosen System.out.println() statements to print
certain values and compare it with what you’d expect to get at each point.

To test you method as you write it, you are encouraged to write a main method. Your main method will
not be graded, but you can call your method from the main method on various inputs and then print
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the results. You can then compare it to what you’d expect. For example, since ABCDEFGHIJK is not
a valid password, if you call your method with ABCDEFGHIJK as input, it should return false.

In addition you should add some specific test cases for your code into the file AssignmentTwoTests.java.
(See next question)

Question 2: Testing the Validation Code (10 points)
In this section, you will write additional test cases to the test code provided for you in AssignmentTwoTests.java
See the section below (after the optional question 5) for a description on how to run the test cases. If
you have problems viewing the AssignmentTwoTest.java file in Notepad with proper new lines, the
issue is that Windows has a different way to represent a new line than Linux/Mac do. To solve this, our
recommendation is to download a program called Notepad++ You can also probably copy paste from a
web browser.

If you look over the file AssignmentTwoTests.java you will see that there is a main method, and the
code inside the method is fairly simple. Essentially, it just calls the methods that you have written with
various different inputs. You should edit the method testSecurePassword to add various cases that
you think are important to check. That is, you should call the method isSecurePassword on various
inputs and compare whether the results are what you expect or not.

You should add at least 5 test cases and each of these test cases should be “interesting.” “Interesting” is
of course a subjective word and so you should put a comment before the method testSecurePassword
with a list of which test Strings you have chosen and why you think they are interesting.

One test cases is provided for you. You should write 5 test cases in addition to this. Your grade for this
question will be partly based on the code and partly based on the usefulness of these tests as a group.
At least one of the test cases should be a String that is a valid password and at least one of the test
cases should be a String that is not a valid password.

Hint: Try to think of the various scenarios or inputs to your method that can cause a different result
and thus need to be checked. For example, since one of the conditions is that any input string of length
less than 10 is not a valid password, the test we provided calls the method testSecurePassword on a
String with length of 9, which is less than 10. It then verifies the result is false. Notice that everything
is OK about this String EXCEPT that it’s length is wrong (e.g. there is a capital letter, there is a lower
case letter, etc). This means we are really testing to make sure that we handle cases where the length
is less than 10. A different test you could use would be to make sure that if a capital letter is missing
that the method returns false, etc.

Once you’ve made this list of at least 5 more things, you can model your solution after the example
provided. You should then add a comment before the method testSecurePassword listing the 5 cases
you are now testing and specifically what “scenario” each example is designed to test.

Question 3: Determining which users have similar tastes (35 points)
One of the most reliable ways to get a movie recommendation is to get a suggestion from a friend. Many
automated recommender systems seek to simulate this idea using an algorithm known as collaborative
filtering. The recommender engine looks at all the users in the system and tries to find similar users
(i.e. friends). Once it determines that person A and person B have similar tastes, it recommends to
person A movies that person B has liked, and it recommends to person B movies that person A has
liked. We will write a large piece of this on the assignment. Although we will make a few simplifying
assumptions, these are mainly designed to make the assignment shorter rather than easier. That is, one
could extend the methods we write on this assignment to produce a full fledged application.

The first thing we’ll do is write a method to compare to users to each other. To represent a user in Java,
we will use an int[] of the movie ratings for these n movies. Each spot of the array will represent the
rating (an integer from 0 to 10) of how much the user liked the movie. 10 is high and 0 is low.

For simplicity, we will assume that every movie is given an id starting from 0. This is the same for all
users and will correspond with where in the array the movie occurs. So for example, we might decide
that for all users, the rating at index 0 represents whether they liked Office Space. In this question,
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you’ll work only with the id of each movie based on the index. The movie with id of i is stored at index
i

Write a method compareUsers(int[] user1, int[] user2) which returns a double representing how
close user1 and user2 are.

To calculate how close user1 and user2 are, you should do the following:

• First, normalize the new arrays by subtracting 5 from each value. This assure that the middle
rating of 5 has a rating of 0 in the new array. Call these normalizedUser1 and normalizedUser2.

• Next, to figure out how close the two users are, you should calculate the angle between the two
normalized arrays, by treating the arrays as vectors. Remember that the formula for the θ between
two vectors u and v is calculated as follows:

θ = arccos(
u · v
|u||v|

)

You can calculate this using the following steps:

1. First calculate the magnitudeUser1 and magnitudeUser2 by summing the squares of all the
values in normalizedUser1 and normalizedUser2 (or whatever the name of the arrays you’ve
subtracted 5 from are) respectively. Then take the square root of this result. For example, if
normalizedUser1 contains the values [4,1,-2] then magnitudeUser1 should be

√
42 + 12 + (−2)2 =√

21

2. Now take a dot product of the two arrays normalizedUser1 and normalizedUser2. To take
the dot product, you should take the sum of the individual elements multiplied together of the
arrays. For example, if one array is [1,2,3] and the other array is [4,-2,3] then the dot
product should be (1)(4) + (2)(−2) + (3)(3) = 9

3. Finally, using Math.acos() calculate:

θ = acos(
dotproduct(normalizedUser1, normalizedUser2)

magnitudeUser1×magnitudeUser2
)

4. You should then return θ

As in the previous question, if you are having trouble with this question, you should split your prob-
lem into smaller problems by writing auxiliary methods such as subtractValue(int[] original, int
shift), dotProduct(double[] ratings1, double[] ratings2, and calculateMagnitude(double[]
movieList). Each of these separately should be very similar to examples we’ve done in class.

You may assume that both user1 and user2 have the same size and that all values in each original
array are between 0 and 10 (inclusive).

As an example, consider that the original arrays are user1 = [1,2,3,0] and user2 = [8,0,2,5]. first
step is to subtract 5 from all values. This leaves us with normalizedUser1 = [-4,-3,-2,-5] and
normalizedUser2 = [ 3,-5,-3,0]

Next we calculate the magnitude of each.

magnitude(normalizedUser1) =
√

(−4)2 + (−3)2 + (−2)2 + (−5)2 =
√

54 = 7.3485

and

magnitude(normalizedUser2) =
√

(3)2 + (−5)2 + (−3)2 + (0)2 =
√

43 = 6.5574
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The next step is to take the dot product of normalizedUser1 and normalizedUser2. That is done by
multiplying each component of the arrays and adding the sums:

dotproduct(normalizedUser1, normalizedUser2) = (−4)(3) + (−3)(−5) + (−2)(−3) + (−5)(0) = 9

Finally, we take arc-cos of these results to compute θ which we then return:

acos(
dotproduct

magnitude(normalizedUser1)×magnitude(normalizedUser2)
) = acos(

9
7.385× 6.5574

) = 1.38386

(Note that your answer in the computer may differ slightly as we didn’t preserve as many significant
figures at each step as the computer would.)

Hint: arccos only is defined on ranges from -1 to 1. If you try to take arccos of a number
out of this range, it is undefined. It is possible, due to rounding issues inside the computer,
that when you take the dot product you will end up with a result less than -1 or greater
than 1 (by a tiny fractional amount). If you notice that you are getting NaN (Not a Number)
for certain results, this is probably why. This can be fixed by adding an if statement to
check that if the dot product divided by the magnitudes is greater than 1, then to set it to
1 (and a similar if for less than -1). Of course you should be careful not to hide a different
bug if you do this. This exception only applies for cases where the result is extremely close
to 1 or -1.

Question 4: Finding the Nearest User (20 points)
In this question, you will use the method compareUsers that you wrote on the previous part.

We can represent all users ratings via a matrix or 2d array. Remember that a int[][] is an array where
every element in it is an int[] . Here the first int[] would represent the first user, the second int[]
would represent the second user and so on.

Write a method findNearestUser that takes as input a int[][] ratings and a int userid and
returns an int. The ratings matrix is an array of all user rating arrays as described above. The
userid corresponds to the particular user we are interested and lines up with the indices of ratings.
That is, the ratings of the user with id 0 can be round at ratings[0].

Your method should go through the entire array ratings and return the index of the most similar user
according to the compareUsers method from the previous part. (The one that returns the smallest
value.) Remember, that if you compare a user with him/herself the difference will always be 0. So you
must NOT return the value of userId.

You may assume that userid is an integer at least 0 and less than the number of arrays in ratings.
You may also assume that there are at least 2 users who have rated movies in the system.

Question 5: Not for Credit Bonus (0 points)
In this question, which is not for credit, you will write three more methods so that you can actually
make predictions. Although this is not required for the assignment, it is good practice (and kind of fun
;) )

One thing we overlooked in the above comparisons is we assumed that every movie was rated. If every
movie was rated by every user, then why would we be need to make a recommendation? For these
questions, we will assume that a rating of 5, the middle rating, means the user has not rated the movie
at all. Note that due to the way we compute the angle between the vectors in the prior questions, there
will be no difference in the final computation by including these extra 5s in our results.

• Write a method chooseBestUnratedMove(int[] userRatings, int[] friendRatings) which re-
turns an int. The method should return the index of the friendRatings array which contains the
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highest rated movie by the user represented by friend that was NOT rated by the user represented
by userRatings (i.e. a spot with a 5 in it. Note that you may assume for simplicity that no user
ever actually gives a movie a rating of 5. Without this assumption we could have the method take
as input an additional boolean[] representing whether a particular movie was rated by the user
or not.)

• Write a method int getIndexOfRecommendation(int[][] ratings, int userid which takes as
input all ratings from all users and recommends a movie for the user with id userid. It should
do this by first finding the nearest user to the user with userid (by calling findNearestUser) and
then finding the movie rated highest by the nearest user that was not rated by the user with userid
userid.

• Write a method makeRecommendation(int[][] ratings, int userid, String[] movies) which
takes as input all ratings from all users, a user id, and a String[] which represents the names of all
the movies in the array. Your method should call getIndexOfRecommendations() and then print
the name of the movie with the best recommendation.

Verifying your code

Run your code against the test programs to verify it. To do this, you should make sure that MovieRecommender.java
and AssignmentTwoTests.java are all in the same folder.

Then, compile all of them together by typing

javac *.java

OR

javac AssignmentTwoTests.java MovieRecommender.java

In Eclipse, you should make sure that the two files are inside the same folder.

If the program does not compile, it means you are either missing a public method or one of the required
public methods does not take the correct arguments. Your code must compile with these test cases. If you
are not able to do so, you should ask a TA or instructor for help. After this, you may run the test program
by typing

java AssignmentTwoTests

As you are writing your code, you may want to test things immediately rather than waiting until you’ve
finished the assignment. In this case, a good thing to do is write the method headers and “skeleton methods”
with simple return expressions for the required methods. The test cases for the methods you have skeletons
of will still fail in most cases, but you’ll be able to run the test cases on the working ones.

What To Submit

MovieRecommender.java
AssignmentTwoTests.java
Confession.txt (optional) In this file, you can tell the TA about any issues you ran into doing
this assignment. If you point out an error that you know occurs in your problem, it may lead
the TA to give you more partial credit. On the other hand, it also may lead the TA to notice
something that otherwise he or she would not.
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